Journey through the German Research Landscape of Healthcare

Honorable Chinese researchers, scientists, entrepreneurs and investors from the field of health research, this invitation is meant for you! The campaign InnoHealth China invites you to join the virtual German R&D Tour, which will grant you exclusive insights into institutions, clusters and companies in Germany. InnoHealth China is a campaign of the Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft – Europe’s biggest organization for applied research and development services – and part of the initiative “Research in Germany” which is funded by the German Ministry for Education and Research (BMBF).

Why is it beneficial for you join the German R&D Tour?

The German R&D Tour will offer you events, expert panels and an accompanying fair, providing you with up-to-date information and relevant insights into the German healthcare research sector. You will also have the opportunity to get in direct contact with German stakeholders to initiate a network with potential partners and explore cooperation opportunities.

Who will you meet?

The partners of InnoHealth China represent the versatile portfolio of the German research landscape. Participants include – among others – Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft, Leibniz Association and Charité/Berlin. Among industry representatives are prominent clusters like Medical Valley Erlangen and Life Science Nord with more than 100 partners from business and research like Siemens Healthineers, Olympus, Helmholtz or university hospitals.

Program: December 2 – 4 & 7, 2020

• Beijing Time: 16:00 – 20:00
• CET: 9:00 – 13:00

The accompanying virtual fair is accessible at all times starting December 2, 2020.

Here you can find the agenda of the virtual German R&D Tour: https://www.research-in-germany.org/innohealth/program/german-r-and-d-tour.html

Registration

Take this unique opportunity to get to explore the German research landscape and register here (registration is free of charge):

Please note: Only a limited number of participants is allowed, so don't hesitate and join now!
The tour language is English. Occasionally, e.g. for the German-Chinese expert panel, Chinese simultaneous translation will be provided. For a smooth virtual tour, please use one of the following internet browsers: Firefox, Chromium Edge or Google Chrome.

We are looking forward to welcoming you to our German R&D Tour!
Your Team International Research Marketing
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